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Abstract

Failure diagnosis in large and complex systems is a crit-
ical and challenging task. In the realm of model based diag-
nosis on discrete event systems, computing a failure diagno-
sis means computing the set of system behaviours that could
explain observations. Depending on the diagnosed system,
such behaviours can be numerous, so that a problem of rep-
resenting them is induced. The paper discusses about this
problem and presents a way of representing a diagnosis by
the use of a partial order reduction technique.

1. Introduction

The problem of failure diagnosis on discrete event sys-
tems has received considerable attention in the literatureof
various fields including Artificial Intelligence [2, 5, 11, 10]
as well as Control [12, 6, 7]. Given a model of the system
representing the behaviour of the system (faulty or not) and
a set of observations, the problem of failure diagnosis con-
sists in determining the behaviours that could explain the
set of observations. A behaviour is defined as a sequence of
events that occur on the system and can be represented by a
sequence of triggered transitions of the model.

Diagnosing complex discrete event systems implies find-
ing a set of behaviours in a very complex state space. There-
fore, the diagnosis problem is strongly linked with the well-
knownstate explosion problem[9], problem which essen-
tially comes from the fact that the system evolves in a con-
current way. Then, computing the diagnosis can be a very
complex task, and the solution can be very big and cannot
be easily analysed.

This paper deals with this problem by proposing to rep-
resent the diagnosis in a way that takes into account the con-
currency in the diagnosed system. The proposed diagnosis
representation is based on the notion oftraces[8] which im-
plicitly represents a set of solutions. In order to compute the
diagnosis in such a representation, a partial order reduction
technique is used [9].

The paper is organised as follows. The section 2 intro-
duces the considered systems: a formal framework and an
example are presented. The representation of the diagnosis
is described in the section 3. Section 4 presents some re-
sults and section 5 presents a final discussion.

2. Model of system

2.1. Syntax of the model

The considered systems are reactive systems, they evolve
by the occurrence of events on the system (see figure 1 for
an example extracted from a real communication network).
They are also based on a set of components. Each compo-
nent has its own behaviour and can interact with other com-
ponents (in the example, there are three kinds of compo-
nents: switches, connections between switches, and stations
which control the switches). To model a component, the
communicating automata formalism has been chosen. Com-
municating automata are well suited for modelling compo-
nents which communicate each other, and have been used in
several previous works [2, 11, 10]. A component can emit
observable events

����� , internal events
���� ��	 �
 (events

which model propagations towards the other components).
A component can receiveinternal events

���� ��� 
 andex-
ogenous events

���� � (events from the environment of the
system, especiallyfailure events).

Definition 1 Themodel of a componentis described by a
communicating automaton�� :

�� � ������ � � ��	 �� � � � � � � � ��� �

� ����� : triggering events (
����� � ���� � � ���� ��� 
);

� ���	 ��: emitted events (
���	 �� � ����� � ���� ��	 �
 );

� ����� � ���	 �� � � ;
� � �: component states;���: initial state;

� � � � �� � � ����� � �  !"#$ %& ' � � � �: transitions.
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Figure 1. Communication network example.

Notation 1 For any component transition� ��� � �, ��� ���
is the trigger of the transition,�� 	� ��� the set of internal
events emitted by�, and
�� ��� the set of observable events
emitted by�.

In figure 2, the model of the componentCS1is presented.
This control station can hang up and becomes operational
again: this behaviour is modelled by the eventsCS1offand
CS1on. CS1can also reboot (CS1reboot, CS1endreboot).
WhenCS1 is operational again, it orders to the switch to
produce an observable event (emission ofCS1okto SW1).
If SW1has a problem,CS1 is able to detect it (reception
of SW1toreboot) and performs the reinitialisation of the
switch by the emission ofSW1rebootexcept ifCS1is not
operational.

CS1off/{}

CS1on/{CS1ok}
cs13cs11

CS1reboot/{}

cs14cs12 {CS1ok}
CS1endreboot/

CS1run_reboot/
 {SW1reboot}

CS1

SW1to_reboot/{}
CS1reboot/{}

SW1to_reboot/{}

SW1to_reboot/{}

Figure 2. Model of the component CS1.

The model of the system is described in a modular way
by the models of its components.

Definition 2 Themodelof a system is a set of component
models�  �� � � � � � � �� � such that:

1. �	 � � � �� � � � � � � � � 	 �� � � � �
��� � ��

��� � �;

2. �	 � � � �� � � � � � � � � 	 �� � � � ��� �� � ���� �� � �;

3. �	 ��� � ���� ��	 �
 � �� � � �� 	 �� � ���� ��� 
 ;

4. �	 ��� � ���� ��� 
 � �� � � �� 	 �� � ���� ��	 �
 .

Condition 1 means that every event, triggering a change
of state in a component (either an exogenous event or an in-
ternal one), cannot be a triggering event of another com-
ponent. In particular, a failure event (exogenous event) can
only occur on one component. Condition 2 means that ev-
ery event, emitted by one component (either an observable
event or an internal one), cannot be emitted by another one.
Conditions 3 and 4 guarantee the validity of the structural
links between components:

� every internal event� emitted by one component is re-
ceived by another one (condition 3);

� every internal event� received by one component is
emitted by another one (condition 4).

2.2. Semantic of the model

The behaviour of the system can be represented by one
automaton called theglobal model. This automaton could
be explicitly built by composing the automata of its com-
ponents. The composition operation is based on a transition
system product [1]. In order to simply express the defini-

tion of this product, somenull transitions(noted�  !"#�� � ,
where$ is thenull event) are added to each state� of each
component model. Such a transition means that a compo-
nent can stay on a given state while states of some other
components change.

Definition 3 The free productof � communicating au-
tomata % � � �& � � ' � � � � � � � � ��� � � 	 � �� � � � � � � �
is the communicating automaton(% � � � � � � %� ) �
�& � ' � � � � � ���� � � � � � ��� �� such that :

� & � &� � � � � � &� ; ' � '� � � � � � '� ;
� � � � � � � � � � �� is the set of states ;
� � � � � � � � � � �� is the set of transitions

��� � � � � � �� �  � * +,,,+�- '�� �� �� � � � � � � �� � �

��� �*�� � �� � � � � � �� �-�� � �� � �
The system reacts to one exogenous event at the same

time (event from the set
� �./  0��1� ���./). This reaction

is represented in the model by the trigger of a set of transi-
tions from different models of components. The transitions
of this set are synchronised relying on the internal events
emitted and received by those transitions. Here is the for-
mal definition ofsynchronised transitions.

Definition 4 A transition � ��� � � � ��� �*��
� �� � � � � � �� �2�� � �� � of the product(� � � � � � � �� ) is synchro-
nisediff:



1. � �� � �� � � � � �� � such that��� ��� � � � �./ ;

2. �� � �� � � � � � � � such that ��� ��� � �� $ ��� �
�� 	� ��� � � �� � �� � � � � �� � � � � ��� ��� �.

A synchronised transition formally defines the propaga-
tion of events between components of the model. Condi-
tion 1 allows that only one exogenous event can be trig-
gered at a given time. In the condition 2, every internal

event emitted by an elementary transition�� ���� � �� is also
an internal event received by another elementary transition
�� ���� � �� � � �� �. The global model can be then formally
defined.

Definition 5 Theglobal model�� � is the communicating
automaton subpart of(� � � � � � � �� ) which only contains the
set of synchronised transitions.

Theglobal modeldefines the state space of the system.
A behaviourof the system can be represented as a tran-
sition path from the initial state���� � � � � � ��� � to another
state of�� �. As far as the described example is concerned,
its global model contains 8000 states and 76000 transitions.

3. Diagnosis of the system

An observationis the occurrence of an observable event
of

� /�� � 0��1� ��/��. In the following, we consider as
known a sequence' of observations (totally ordered set of
observations).

Thus, the problem of failure diagnosis can be defined as
follows. A behaviour of the system is a path of�� �:

��  ��* +,,,+��2 '�� �� � � � ��  �- * +,,,+�-2 '�� ��	 � �
' is explained by such a behaviour if' can be expressed
as a sequence
�
 � � � � 
� where each
 � is a sequence of
observations such that:�
 � � � � 0��1 � 
�� �� �� � � � ��
 �
0��1 � 
�� �� �� � � 
 � 
 � �. This definition can also be seen as a
composition rule between the observation sequence and the
model of the system, as it is defined in [5].

Definition 6 The diagnosis of� � �� � � � � � � �� � is the set
of behaviours which explain the sequence of observations
' from the initial state��� � � � � � � ��� �.

Because of the distributed nature of the diagnosed sys-
tems, a lot of events (exogenous events) might occur in a
concurrent way. From a diagnosis point of view, if we know
that a failure event�� has occurred before a failure event�,
and that�� and� are independent, then we are sure that the
behaviour obtained by swapping�� and� is also an expla-
nation. In this case, knowing that�� and� have occurred
both is sufficent, the order of their occurrence being not im-
portant. This is the reason why areduced representation
of the diagnosis is introduced. Using a reduced representa-
tion has two objectives:

1. to have a compact representation of the diagnosis;

2. to increase the efficiency of the diagnosis computation.

This reduction is based on a partial order reduction
method [9] which is briefly presented in the following sec-
tion (for more details see [8, 9, 4]).

3.1. Partial order reduction

We call anaction a transition label from�� �. For ex-

ample, if � �1  � * +,,,+�2 '�� � � is a transition of�� � then � �
��� � � � � � �� � is the action associated to the transition. The
set of �� � actions is noted�� . We also note�� � the set of
transitions that can be triggered from the state�.

Definition 7 Two actions�� and � from �� are indepen-
dentin �� � � �& � ' � � � � � �� � iff � � � � , if �� � � � �� �
then:

1. �� � �� � � where� ���� � � � � ;

2. �� � � � �� � � ��� such that� ���� � � � *�� � �� � � � � � *��
� ��� ���� � �� � � .

Intuitively, two actions are independent if the occurrence
of one of them does not affect the occurrence of the other
one (condition 1). Moreover, the order in which those ac-
tions can occur does not change the state after both occur-
rences (condition 2).

Definition 8 A dependence relation� is a binary re-
lation that is reflexive (�� � �� � �� � � ), symmetric
(� �� � � � ��� � � � � � � �� � �� � � � ), and such that�� and
� are independent for any��, �, ��� � � � �� � .

This relation allows to define an equivalent relation be-
tween sequences of actions. Given two finite sequences� ��
of actions from��� , � �� � iff there exists a set of se-
quences�� � � � � � � �� � such that� � �� , � � �� and
�	 � �� � � � � � � � �� � � � � ���� �� � � �	 � � � � ���� where
� � �� � ��� and ��� � � � �� � . This equivalence relation can
be easily extended to infinite sequences. This extended re-
lation (for the finite and infinite cases) is called thepartial
order relation�� .

Definition 9 Given a dependence relation� , a traceis an
equivalence class of sequences defined by the relation�� .

Thus, a trace represents a set of sequences. Each se-
quence of the class can be obtained from another one by
simply swapping the order of adjacent and independent ac-
tions. If � is such a sequence, we note by���� the corre-
sponding trace in which� is included.



3.2. Diagnosis representation

The diagnosis must represent a set of action sequences,
so the idea is to only keep one sequence of each trace that
must be represented in a given diagnosis. A dependence re-
lation �� between transition labels from�� � has to be de-
fined.

Definition 10 Given �� � ���� � � � � � ��� � and
� � ��� � � � � � �� � in �� , ��� � � � � � iff one of the
following conditions holds:

1. �	 � �� � � � � �� � such that��� �� $ ��� � �� �� $ ���;

2. 0��1� 
�� ���� � �� � � 0��1� 
�� ��� � ��
� � 0��1� 
�� ���� � �� 0��1� 
�� �� � �.

Intuitively, the relation�� describes two criteria of de-
pendence between two transition labels�� and � . Condi-
tion 1 says that if both�� and� affect one component�� at
least (��� �� $ ��� � �� �� $ ���), they are dependent. Condi-
tion 2 says that, if�� and � emit a different set of observ-
able events, they are also dependent from a diagnosis point
of view.

Proposition 1 The relation�� is a dependence relation.

Idea of the proof: By definition,�� is symmetric and re-
flexive. Thus, we have to prove that for any��� � � � �� �� ,
�� and � are independent (see definition 7). By definition,
�� guarantees that two actions�� and� with ��� � � � �� ��
cannot affect the same components which is sufficient to
garantuee the criteria of independence. �
Remark 1 The relation�� is not the unique dependence
relation. There are more accurate dependence relations.
Nevertheless, the advantage of�� is the low cost for check-
ing the dependency of two actions.

Given the dependence relation�� and the sequence of
observations' , the reduced representation of the diagnosis
of � is defined as follows.

Definition 11 The reduced representationof the di-
agnosis of � is the communicating automaton�� �' � � �& � ' � � � � � � �� � � such that:

� �� � � �& � ' � � � � � �� �;
� � � � � � � � �' � is the set of states, every state asso-

ciating a state of�� � with a prefix sequence of' ex-
plained in this state;

� � � � ��� � �� is the initial state where� is the empty
sequence;

� � � is the set of transitions:� �� � � '� � ��� �� � '  � �
� � � �� � ��� � � � . Every trace ��� � � � � � �� ���
of the diagnosis is represented by one path� � � *��
� � � � ����� �-�� �� with � � �"� *�� � �	 � � � �.

In figure 3, a part of the diagnosis of the example is
presented where the sequence of observations isSW1down,
cn12. For the sake of simplicity, displayed labels are sum-
marised by their exogenous eventexoand their observable
event setobs and noted:exo / obs. Each state is labelled
with a global state of the system (csij is the statej of CSi,
swij is the statej of SWiandcnikj is the statej of cnik). In
this example, three traces are represented (there are three
paths from the initial state (marked with an arrow) to a state
which explains' (marked with a doubled box)). In each
trace,CS3reboot/�� occurs:CS3reboot/�� is independent
from the others (the reboot of the control stationCS3is to-
tally independent from the breakdown ofSW1and the prob-
lem occurring on the connection betweenSW1andSW2ac-
cording to the relation�� ). Therefore, each trace represents
a set of sequences: the difference between each represented
sequence is the moment of theCS3reboot/�� occurrence.
This example represents 18 possible explanations of' .

Cn12cut/{              }

CS1run_reboot/{}

CS1run_reboot/{}

Cn12cut/{              }cn12

cn12

SW1down

SW1down

SW1down

SW1down, cn12

ε

SW1down, cn12

SW1brkdown/{                      }SW1down

CS3reboot/{ }

Failures:

SW1brkdown :
  break down of SW1

Cn12cut:
  Cut of the

    connection cn12 

Observations:
        SW1down: alarm

          emitted by SW1

          by SW2 which has

detected the cut

       cn12: alarm emitted

cn121,cn231,cn311)

(cs12,sw12,cs21

(cs11,sw11,c21,

cn121,cn231,cn311)

(cs12,sw12,cs21,

cn121,cn231,cn311)
sw21,cs34,sw31,

sw21,cs31,sw31,

sw21,cs31,sw31,

cn121,cn231,cn311)

(cs11,sw14,cs21,
sw21,cs34,sw31,

cn122,cn231,cn311)

(cs12,sw13,cs21,
sw25,cs34,sw31,

(cs11,sw16,cs21,
sw25,cs34,sw31,
cn122,cn231,cn311)

Figure 3. Part of the diagnosis explaining ' �� 	
��� � ��
� .

Remark 2 There are several reduced representation of a
diagnosis: it is due to the fact that any sequence of a trace
is a good candidate for representing the trace.

Scheme of the algorithmThe diagnosis algorithm is based
on thesleep setalgorithm [9]. Given the set of components
� � �� � � � � � � �� � and the sequence' of observations, the



idea is to compute a set of paths belonging to the state space
�� �. The search algorithm is a depth first search algorithm
which managessleep sets. When a state is visited, a sleep
set is associated; this set contains the set of actions that are
independent of actions already visited from this state. Be-
cause the actions are independent, a sequence of the same
trace has already been computed if such a trace exists.

4. Results

This section presents a comparison between two differ-
ent representations. The diagnosis of the described example
has been computed to explain a scenario consisting of 34
observations. Diagnoses explaining prefix observation se-
quences of this scenario have also been computed in order
to show the evolution of the number of diagnosis states re-
lying on the number of observations (see figure4). The non
reduced representation has been obtained by the use of a de-
pendence relation where every label is dependent from the
others (non independency detection, a trace represents only
one sequence).

Figure 4. Comparison Reduced/Not reduced

5. Discussion

This paper presents a way to compute failure propagation
diagnoses taking into account the well-known problem of
state explosion. When dealing with large discrete event sys-
tems, we have to consider that the components might have
concurrent behaviours. By the use of partial order reduction
techniques, it is possible to detect such concurrencies andto
compute and represent the resulting diagnosis in a more ef-
ficient way.

This approach can be updated to be used in several previ-
ous discrete event system frameworks [12, 2, 5, 10] where

independency is not considered: it suffices to define a de-
pendence relation. In particular, mixing partial order reduc-
tion approaches and decentralised approaches [2, 10] seems
to give promising results.

Another way to solve the diagnosis representation prob-
lem could be the use of symbolic representation (binary de-
cision diagrams) which are well suited for representingbe-
lief statesand provide a good solution to the state explosion
problem. Such a representation, intensively used in model
checking [4] and planning [3] research areas, is a future way
of investigation.
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